A suggested letter to the editor:
From Rich Woldt Sturgeon Bay, WI 608-712-7880
Suggested title: Registering guns will backfire! (496 words):

Start here….
Sheepdogs tell us, "To skin a cat you’ve got to first out-shoot them!" Clipping their
nails, debating their personality disorders, and waiting to be rescued might work, but
don't bet your life on it. Take away their claws and they'll poison your food or blow up
your dog dish. Go to www.RMLearningCenter.com and become a sheepdog.
So goes the debate on gun registries, and background checks. In the real world,
gun-runners have little trouble by-passing registries while back-room clip manufacturers
retrofit guns with high velocity clips and silencers. If assault weapons need to be
monitored, it’s more cost effective to log them in at local veteran organizations and then
use InfraGard suspicious activity reports to identify psychotic shooters in the area. A
Federal gun registry will only expose citizens to cyber crooks downloading GPS
coordinates for their next home invasion. Already, Mexico has requested a list of
gun owners living in boarder states. Once they have it, drug lords will launch
burglaries across the region to acquire weapons.
Few gun owners go through life without going through multiply background
checks triggered by loan applications, changes in employment, job promotions and
certifications, military and civil service, joining InfraGard, ASIS International, Homeland
Security Partnerships, attaining a concealed carry permit, or a license to practice law,
drive a school bus, or sell real estate. All require not only a background check but
periodic updates to ensure nothing has changed. Let's take advantage of those already
“checked-out” and log them into local veteran organizations and HLS partnerships.
That'll provide school districts with pre-qualified armed volunteers and help
ensure we're mission ready to respond during the next local crisis.
While we debate if and when Hitler said “This year will go down in history! For the
first time, a civilized nation has full gun registration! Our streets will be safer, our
police more efficient, and the world will follow our lead into the future!” China
cyber crooks are sabotaging corporate America, Washington is giving tanks and fighter
jets to Egypt knowing Mohamed Morsi calls Israel' Jewish decedents blood suckers,
apes, and pigs, and Iran and North Korea are gearing up to threaten the world with
nuclear war.
It’s time to strengthen our national defense. It's time to rebuild our veteran
organizations. It's time to take advantage of associations such as the Firearm Owners,
Ranges, Clubs, and Educators Association (FORCE), who's focus is on "Teaching
Freedom" through safe gun handling practices and competitive skill development. VP
Biden tells women, "Just shoot a double barrel shotgun in the air." It’s time to give
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women guns and teach them how to shoot. Go to www.agirlandagunclub.com to be
smarter than a Biden, and www.wi-force.org to join the FORCE.
FYI: In my opinion participating in a gun buy-back program because you think criminals
have too many guns is like having yourself castrated because you think your neighbors
have too many kids!” It’s time to give Washington a piece of your mind. Go to
www.DoorCounty.com and shoot from the hip.

End Here
Respectfully Submitted:
Richard Woldt Sturgeon Bay, WI. 608-712-7880

Sources below:
Editors: Following are links to sources I used when I wrote “Wake up Gun
Owners.” Some apply to this letter.

Wake up Gun Owners!
Sources used to write this article.
It’s time we stop disarming America while we’re selling assault rifles to Mexican drug lords and giving
high-tech combat tanks and fighter jets to Egypt [SOURCE? Click here and Click here ], knowing Egypt’s
President Mohamed Morsi is a staunch supporter of the Muslim Brotherhood, calling our ally Israel’s
Jewish descendents “blood suckers, apes, and pigs, and our retreat from Afghanistan a sign of weakness
(SOURCE Click here and click here). Now, Washington plans to reduce defense systems on which our
allies in Europe depend.” [SOURCE? Click here and click here] Doesn’t Washington understand that’ll
only embolden terrorists already embedded in our society and put a smile on Communist China who’s
poised to foreclose on our national debt?
R Washington is giving tanks and fighter jets to Egypt knowing Mohamed Morsi calls Israel' Jewish

decedents blood suckers, apes, and pigs, and Iran and North Korea are gearing up to threaten the world
with nuclear war.
ef: Mexico requesting a list of gun owners in boarder states: Click here and click here and click here
Hitler quote debate: Click here
Switzerland gun ownership law and impact: Click here.
TO: International Risk Managers. You have my permission to use this letter for your chapter
publication.
Rich Woldt CEO Risk Management Learning Center.
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